Early Years and Key Stage 1 Reading
We have been busy updating and auditing our reading books and have purchased lots of super
new home reading books for the Early Years and Keys Stage 1 children to enjoy.
Children will continue to bring reading books home each week and we would like to ensure
our books are cared for so that they can be enjoyed by many. With this in mind, we have had
a significant number of books returned to school that have been damaged or spoilt as a result
of leaking water bottles. In order to resolve this issue, please remind your child to carry their
water bottle separately and not store it in their book bags.
Your child will be given a regular day on which they will need to return their home reading
book and a day/days on which they will receive a new home reading book. Specific
information about this will be provided by your child’s class teacher. Children will only receive
a new home reading book if they have returned their previous one. Books will continue to be
collected in and quarantined before being given out again.

Book Buddy Reading Challenge
We know that the children love our Book Buddy reading reward system so we have made a
few changes to ensure that they still have the opportunity to collect all three Book Buddy’s
from their year group set (even though they may not have had all their charts due to school
closure).
We are aware that the children have been working really hard at their reading during in school
lessons and school closures alike and, in recognition of this, we will award everyone with their
first Book Buddy.
If your child completes their March Reading chart, they will receive their second Book Buddy.
To receive the final Book Buddy in their set, they will need to complete and return the April,
May and June Charts. A sticker will be awarded for April and May and, if June is complete too,
then your child will get their final fuzzy friend.

Happy reading everyone!

